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Soft Furnishing

Soft seating is a versatile category to add style, colour and convenience in-between 
hard-defined workstations, collaboration areas and meeting rooms. Soft seating 
includes but is not confined to couches ottomans, and multi-seat lounges.  

CMS Power & Charging solutions can be discreetly integrated to deliver charging 
convenience to create unique and inviting break out spaces.

Integrate Power into Furniture
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The CMS Echo module delivers the latest charging technology while still being 
presented in a minimalistic surface design. It provides the perfect addition with the
ability to be integrated into soft-seating spaces.  

ECHO SERIES 
Minimalistic Surface Design
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ATOM delivers USB A/A Charging in a minimalistic housing, designed to integrate
seamlessly into soft seating areas. 

It features an intuitive self-fastening paddle design allowing installers to surface-fit the
unit without the need for a bottom fastening ring, reducing installation time on-site.

ATOM
Minimalistic and Fast Charging
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KonexUS is a fit-out favourite, combining auto-switched power with charging options like 
USB A/C PD fast-charging in a simple yet ergonomic module. Installation is easy with a low 
install profile of 76.5mm, making it ideal for soft seating.

KONEXUS
Fingertip Access to Power & Charging Technology
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CMS Freedom is a portable USB charging system that features stackable power banks/
batteries.

Each of the power banks are equipped with USB-C & A fast-charging. As a result, they 
keep your devices powered up while operating off-site or in a collaborative environment. 

Upon returning the power bank to the stackable charging base, Freedom recharges 
wirelessly ready for use the next day.

FREEDOM
Set Productivity Free
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Connect with us

SALES & TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Sales: sales@cmselectra.com

Estimating: estimating@cmselectra.com

REGIONAL OFFICES
Australia         1300 159 159
New Zealand         +64 (09) 582 0776
Singapore         +65 9006 0767
Malaysia         +60 162 077 106
United Kingdom        +44 (0) 7531 162 631
United States             +1 214 238 8296

CMS has made every attempt to ensure the accuracy and 
reliability of the information provided in this document are 
correct. All information contained in this document is to be 
used for general guidance only. CMS reserves the right 
to change, delete or modify the information without notice.
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